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ABSTRACT 

This study is concerned with a micioscopic look at viscosity, 

geneially considered a macioscopic quantity. Viscosity effects on a 

moleculai scale were piobed by studying the fluorescence decay 

times of a nonpolai dye (9-phenylanthiacene) as a function of 

viscosity in 10 nonpolai lineai alkanes. These times incieased fiom 

3.45 to 5.75 ns foi viscosities fiom 0.300 to 2.57 cp. This is 

attributed to "fiictional" foices between fluorescing and solvent 

molecules during isomeiization of the fluoiesceis. Excitation and 

deexcitation require the lotation of the phenyl ring fiom a direction 

peipendiculai to the anthiacene moiety in the giound state. Solvent 

viscosity tends to hindei this lotation. Hence the fluorescence decay 

lates are influenced by viscosity on a moleculai scale. An empirical 

model that relates the decay lates to a lecipiocal function of 

viscosity is discussed. The fluorescence was excited at 362 nm by a 

pulsed N2-pumped dye lasei, and emission was monitored at 420 

nm. Oui fast analog technique was used in the acquisition and 

analysis of the time-iesolved data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this woik we studied how the fluorescence lifetimes of 

anthiacene (C14H10) (see Figure 1.1, p. 11) and 9-phenylanthiacene 

(9-C6H5C14H9) (see Figure 1.2, p. 12) are affected by solvent viscosity. 

9-phenylanthiacene (9PA) is one of the molecules that undeigo 

photochemical isomeiization by the lotation of one of its moieties 

with respect to its moleculai axis [1,2]. The late at which such 

lotations occui is thought to be influenced by the solvent polarity 

and by viscosity (collisions with solvent molecules) [2,3,4,6,7]. It is 

usually difficult to isolate dynamic solvent effects fiom static effects 

like polarity. Recent woik [2,3,4,6,7] suggests that nonpolai 

molecules exhibiting photoisomeiization must be studied in nonpolai 

solvents in oidei to sepaiate these effects. 

FOI nonpolai molecules dissolved in nonpolai solvents the 

isomeiization lates are mainly affected by collisions with the solvent 

molecules. These collisions can be accounted foi by the fiictional 

force F = -^x> [8], where ^ is the friction constant and x> the lineai 

velocity of the lotating moiety along its cooidinate of lotation. Foi a 

hydiodynamic model the friction can be modeled by viscosity. This 

enables us to use the viscosity as a macioscopic quantity in the study 

of moleculai dynamics. Some authois still prefei to use the moleculai 

reorientation time to model the friction. Whethei friction is modeled 

by moleculai reorientation time 01 by viscosity, attempts are always 

made to fit the data to Kiameis' expression foi the late constant of a 

paiticle going thiough a one-dimensional diffusive baiiiei. 
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Some authois [6,7] have shown that experimental data do not 

fit Kiameis' expression. If the expression is used to fit low viscosity 

points the cuive undeishoots high viscosity points, and fitting it to 

high viscosity points the cuive undeishoots low viscosity points. 

Many reasons have been suggested foi the failure of Kiameis' 

expression to fit data [6.7], including the aigument that the one-

dimensional nature of Kiameis' expression is not sufficient to 

describe the three-dimensional motion of the molecules. The best 

empirically suppoited reason is that of a frequency-dependent 

friction, suggested by Giote and Hynes [8]. In this case the potential 

eneigy suiface is considered to be a potential well with a paiabolic 

minimum and a potential baniei which has the foim of an inverted 

paiabola. The friction in this case is assumed to be a function of the 

frequency of the coiiesponding haimonic oscillatoi foi the baiiiei 

paiabola. Some authois [6,7] woiked fuithei on this model and came 

Up with an empiiical relation L^^ = BTJ-" which was able to bettei fit 

* 
theii data. Here k̂ ^̂  is the isomerization late, r[ is viscosity, B is a 

constant and a is a constant between zeio and unity. We have used 

this relation in oui woik and found that it fits oui data well foi 9PA. 

We did not find any viscosity dependence in the lifetimes of 

unsubstituted anthiacene. 



CHAPTER I 

MODEL FOR PHOTOISOMERIZATION DYNAMICS 

IN COISTOENSED MATTER 

Some molecules undeigo laige amplitude stiuctuial 

isomeiization when they are electionically excited [1-10]. In lasei 

dyes this isomeiization can manifest itself in changes in fluorescence 

lifetimes and quantum yield [3,10-15]. Changes in lifetimes aie due 

to the fact that suiiounding molecules may delay the relaxation of 

the moleculai motion to the emitting confoimei. Foi some molecules 

both the original stiuctuie and the new confoimei aftei 

isomeiization fluoresce, while foi otheis only one confoimei 

fluoresces. If the original confoimei fluoresces and the second does 

not, the quantum yield will be highei in molecules that stabilize the 

original confoimei and lowei in those that favoi the new confoimei. 

In the case where both confoimeis fluoresce, the quantum yield will 

be highei foi the confoimei most favored by the moleculai 

enviionment. To get optimum peifoimance of lasei dyes it is 

therefore impoitant to know how a dye is affected by the various 

solvents in which it can be dissolved. 

The common model that describes the kinematics of chemical 

reactions is the tiansition state theoiy. Experiments, howevei, have 

shown that the tiansition state theoiy equation describing the late of 

a reaction [2,3,4,6,7,16-18] 

ktst= (a)o/27c) e-PEo (1.1) 



does not adequately explain the late constants in condensed mattei. 

In this equation COQ is the frequency of the leactant well (explained 

below), p=l/kT, and EQ is the activation eneigy. 

Kiameis derived an expression foi the late constant that 

showed a reduction in this late foi reactions in condensed mattei 

[2,6,7]. Kiameis' expression is based on a particle in a double 

potential well where the minimum and maximum regions are 

assumed to be paiabolic (see Figure 1.3) [16-19] with frequencies COQ 

and cOb, respectively. The motion of the particle as it ciosses the 

baniei region is assumed to be described by the Langevin equation 

[8,18-22]: 

^ ^ = r - C ^ + F, (1.2) 

where \i is the effective mass of the particle, x> is its lineai velocity 

along the lotational cooidinate, f is the force arising fiom the 

potential well, ^ the friction coefficient, and F the landomly 

fluctuating force acting on the particle, arising fiom the dynamical 

inteiactions with the solvent (assumed to be a Gaussian). The lineai 

velocity is \) = IQCO where co is the angulai velocity of the lotating 

moiety, and TQ its ladius of gyiation. The friction coefficient can be 

written in teims of moleculai dimensions as ^ = 47111 lo^d [15], where d 

is the ladius of the rotating gioup. The force f as a function of the 

potential baiiiei frequency is 

r=[i%x, (1.3) 

where X = io(l) (the distance along the circumference of the circle of 

ladius lo). On analyzing the Fokkei-Planck equation associated with 

this equation, Kiameis found the late constant to be [6,7] 



kKR = (coo/27c){[(C/2 îcob)2 + l]i/2 - (^/2^cob))e-PEo, (1.4) 

0 1 

kKR = ktst{[;/2ncob)2 + l]i/2 - (C/2 l̂C0b)). (1.5) 

This expression predicts a reduction in the late constant fiom the 

tiansition state theoiy late because now collisions are accounted foi. 

The tiansition state theoiy result is based on the 

assumptions [8] 

(a) that the particle is in equilibrium on the entire leactant side (see 

Figure 1.4) [8], and 

(b) that pioducts are foimed eveiytime the particle ciosses the 

baiiiei. 

Krameis' result shows that these two assumptions break down in 

condensed mattei. At low and inteimediate friction (C/cob}i « 1) 

collisions can leveise the motion of a particle, returning it to the 

leactant side before lecognizable pioducts are foimed. At high 

friction (C/cOb̂ i » 1) the collisions can lead to seveial bairiei 

leciossings which makes the cortelation time |i/^ of the particle 

velocity (see equation 1.2) small compared to the time the particle 

spends neai the baiiiei maximum. Kiameis' expression assumes a 

velocity equilibrium, but no spatial equilibrium. The expression gives 

a late constant that has an inveise relation with friction. Kiameis' 

assumptions are [8] 

(a) that equilibrium holds neai the well bottom (fai fiom the bairiei 

maximum) and that 

(b) there is a point aftei ciossing the baiiiei beyond which pioduct 

foimation is certain. 



There is cleaily a big difference between the assumptions of the 

tiansition state theoiy and Kiameis' assumptions, and it is expected 

that they yield different results. 

The motion of the particle acioss the baiiiei is assumed to be 

Biownian. This means that the foices acting on the isomeiization 

cooidinate relax much fastei than the velocity relaxation time. The 

velocity relaxation time (x^) foi Biownian motion is [7,8,16-23] 

T ,̂= l̂/C, (1.6) 

0 1 

C, = (6kBT/I)Tv , where k^ is Boltzman constant, T the tempeiatuie and 

I the moment of inertia. We can lewiite (1.4) above as 

^^^ = J^^^ ([(l+2o)bX„)2l -1]'/2 - (1 )e-PEo. (1.7) 

We can considei two limiting cases here. If TU is veiy long compaied 

to free motion time scales then we have an isomerization late 

piopoitional to friction. Howevei, equation (1.7) becomes 

independent of friction in this limit. Since experiments show that foi 

some molecules there is a decrease in the isomeiization lates with 

friction, this limit is considered to be not valid foi such molecules. 

When Xyi is veiy short compaied to the free motion time scales on the 

bairiei top, we have an isomeiization late piopoitional to 1/^. This is 

known as the Smoluchowski [7] limit, and it is the diffusive limit. 

Assuming a hydiodynamic model we can say that the friction is 

piopoitional to the viscosity. We can then write the reduced 

isomeiization late (the pie-exponential factoi in equation (1.7) as 

[6,7] 
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where A = coo/27u and B/TI = 2a)bXv. We now have a relation foi the 

isomeiization late, 

k.̂ ^ = F(Ti)exp(-Eo/RT), (1.9) 

where F('n) is a univeisal function of viscosity. The assumption of the 

hydiodynamic model is the lationale foi plotting the isomeiization 

late veisus viscosity. Vlesko and co-woikeis found that this 

expression does not fit measured data. They found that fitting this 

expression to low viscosity (T| < 4 cp) points undeishoots high 

viscosity (TI > 10 cp) points and that fitting high viscosity points 

undeishoots low viscosity points. This brings us to the woik of Giote 

and Hynes [8], which qualitatively explains the failure of Kiameis' 

expression to fit measured data. 

Giote and Hynes assumed that the geneial Langevin equation 

^^-^=r + JdxC(T)a)(t-x) + F(t) (1.10) 

o 

was more appropriate to describe the motion of the paiticle as it 

ciosses the baiiiei than the Langevin equation (1.2). The potential 

bartiei shown in Figure 1.3 is assumed to be an inverted paiabola of 

frequency 0) .̂ Since friction is a function of the numbei of collisions 

pel unit time we have the time-dependent friction ^(t) as the time 
aveiaged cortelation function of the fluctuating foices acting on the 

paiticle along its reaction cooidinate. This is given by [8,24] 

C(t) =<F(0)F(t)>. (1.11) 

Here F(t) is the landom force acting on the paiticle due to 

inteiactions with the solvent. If there are lapid relaxations of the 

landom foices (compaied to the velocity relaxation times of the 



paiticle) then the second teim on the right side of equation (1.9) will 

be given by 
t 

jdxC(x)D(t-x) = Ca)(t). (1.12) 
0 

This reduces the non-Maikovian geneial Langevin equation (1.10) to 

the Maikovian Langevin equation (1.2). The friction is then the "zero 

frequency" component 

; = aO) = JdtC(t), (1.13) 
0 

OO 

with the Laplace tiansfoim ^(v) = JdtC(t) of ^(t). 
0 

The late constant is deteimined by dynamics that are 

associated with high frequency motion in the aiea of the baniei 

maximum where high foices opeiate. When the particle ciosses the 

bartiei it is affected by the short nonadiabatic friction. The friction 

has high frequency components C(v) of the spectium of ^(t). The 

foimation of pioducts can therefore be completed long before the 

adiabatic approximation holds. That means the geneial Langevin 

equation has to be retained. 

A solution to the geneial Langevin equation by Laplace 

tiansfoim as an initial value problem gives [8] 

xxo,a)o(t)= Cn(t)xo + Ci2(t)a)o, (1.14) 

vX0,D0(t)= C2i(t)Xo + C22(t)̂ )o, (1.15) 

where Xo and VQ aie the initial location and velocity, respectively, of 

the rotating moiety with respect to the potential bartiei (see Figure 

1.4). The time-dependent coefficients are related as follows: 

Ci2(t)xo = C(t), CH(t) = C(t), Ci2(t) = C22(t), and C(t) =co^C22(t), 

8 



with the initial values 

Cii(O) = 1, Ci2(0) = 0, C2i(0) = 0, and C22(0) = 1. 

Fuithei derivation yields 

C(t) = ICne-V + QeM. (1.16) 
n 

The fiist teim is not of interest here since it goveins modes of stable 

relaxation. Xj. is a reactive frequency eigenvalue and it is associated 

with the unstable reaction motion in the baniei region. Giote and 

Hynes showed that the value of the reactive frequency is 
2 

which is a self-consistent lelation. The frequency-dependent friction 

is evaluated at Xr = Ink. , where k. is the reduced isomeiization 
ISO ISO 

late as mentioned eailiei. 

FOI the case when cob is equal to COQ we can then write the 

reduced 

* 

k. 
ISO 

FOI 

to 

* 
1 

k. 
ISO 

1 
2K 

isomeiization 

* 

27ck. ^ + 
ISO 

the case when 

J_ 
2n * 

C(2 

COb 

late 

* 

:7ik. 
ISO 

is not 

2 

as 

,M)' 

equal 

* 

to COo 

• 

we can geneialize 

(1.18) 

this result 

(1.19) 
^'^^iso "̂  (Wo/cob)C(27ck.^y^) 

* 

This result predicts that at low viscosity, k. approaches the 
ISO 

tiansition state theoiy result, i.e., k. = C0o/27c. This, howevei, cannot 



be cortect foi molecules which show an obseivable difference in the 

reaction kinematics foi the gas phase and foi condensed mattei. 
* 

Equation (1.19) also shows that at the high friction limit, k̂ ŝ  is 

piopoitional to C(0). In the hydiodynamic model (i.e., C '̂^ ̂ i) this 

means kĵ ^o l̂/Ti. Fuithei woik by Oxtoby and Bagchi [13] on 

equation (1.19) using pure slip and pure stick boundaiy conditions 

showed that the viscosity dependence can be described by 

kjso °^1/TI", where 0 < a < 1. We can then write the reduced 

isomeiization late as 

C = B/n"- (1.20) 

This relation is different fiom Kiameis' expression in that it gives a 

lowei viscosity dependence than predicted by Kiameis' expression. 

Some authois [3,4,6,7] have tried this relation foi molecules 

exhibiting low polarity and they have found good agreement with 

experiments. Molecules that have theii isomerization late well 

described by this equation are said to have a frequency-dependent 

friction. Taking the limit a = 0 we get a kĵ ^ that is independent of 

friction. This means we get the tiansition state theoiy result. Foi the 

othei extieme with a = 1 we get k^^^ «»̂  1 /TI . This is called the 

Smoluchowski limit. 

10 



Figure 1.1. Moleculai stiuctuie of anthiacene. 
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View along Y 

X — -

Side view 

X G¥B^ 

(b) 
Figure 1.2. Moleculai stiuctuie of 9-phenylanthiacene. (a) Schematic 
representation of the moleculai stiuctuie of 9-phenylanthiacene. 
The actual stiuctuie is such that the phenyl ring is peipendiculai to 
the anthiacene moiety in the giound state, (b). The phenyl ring 
undeigoes toisional vibiations about the axis YY in the excited state. 
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Potential Eneigy 
A 

Reactant side Baiiiei 
Region 

Pioduct side 

Angle of rotation {^) with respect to some moleculai axis 

Figure 1.3. Diagiam illustiating a potential well with a double 
minimum foi a molecule which can exist in two stiuctuial 
confoimeis. The molecule can change fiom one confoimei to anothei 
by isomeiization which requires the ciossing of the baiiiei. In the 
bairiei region velocity leveisals can occui due to collisions delaying 
pioduct foimation, oi resulting in the molecule returning to the 
reactant side before recognizable pioducts are foimed. 
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Potential Energy 

Barrier 
Maximum 

Reactant side Product side 

-a 0 +a 
Coordinate in the angle of rotation 

Figure 1.4. Representation of the potential baniei as a function of the 
ladial distance, x = TQ^. Inteinal equilibrium of the molecule holds at 
-a and +a which aie fai from the bairiei maximum. In the bartiei 
region the motion is unstable. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The data collected consisted of the fluorescence decay signal of 

the molecules studied in different solvents. From this the 

fluorescence lifetimes were deteimined using a computei piogiam 

employing the Maiquaidt algorithm. The piogiam was written by 

T.L. Chang [26]. Here we discuss the procedures involved. 

Appaiatus 

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1. A 

pulsed nitiogen lasei is used to pump a BPBD dye. The nitrogen lasei 

produces light at 337 nm. The BPBD absoibs at this wavelength and 

has a maximum emission around 362 nm. The pulsed light from the 

BPBD dye is then tiansmitted thiough a liquid waveguide to the 

sample holdei. A lens at the end of the liquid wave guide is used to 

focus the light to the sample. A filtei on the emission side of the 

sample holdei is used to filtei out light below 400 nm in oidei to 

prevent stiay lasei light from the excitation side from entering the 

double monochiomatoi. The light from the sample goes thiough a 

polaiizei/lens artangement as shown in Figure 2.2. The polaiizei was 

at the magic angle but this was not impoitant as there was no 

excitation polaiizei. The fiist lens collimates the light and the second 

lens focuses the light onto the slits of the Spex Double 

Monochiomatoi, which selects the wavelength of interest (420 nm in 

OUI case). The giating setting in the double monochiomatoi is set by 

the use of the Spex Compudiive. The light is detected with an EMI 

15 



photomultipliei tube (EMI RE50). The applied voltage was 1650 V 

and the daik cunent was below 50 pA. The voltage pulse from the 

photomultipiei tube is then digitized by the Tektronix digitizei (7912 

AD). The digitized wavefoim is stored in an IBM PC AT. A triggei 

pulse from the nitiogen lasei is used to triggei the wavefoim 

digitizei. 

The dyes anthiacene and 9-phenylanthiacene were obtained 

from Kodak and Aldiich Co., respectively. The solvents heptane, 

octane, nonane, decane, undecane, tiidecane, tetiadecane, and 

pentadecane were obtained from Aldiich Co. Hexane was obtained 

from Fishei Scientific. All materials were used without fuithei 

purification. Standaid quartz cuvettes were used with a path length 

of 10 mm. The concentrations were lO'̂ ^M. Absolute viscosity figures 

were taken directly from reference 27. 

Method 

The fast analog technique was used to acquire and analyze the 

data. A detailed description of this method is given in reference [28]. 

Here we only give a brief summaiy of the technique. The measured 

signal M(t) is not the emitted signal F(t), but it is the convolution of 

F(t) with the instiument response I(t). M(t) and F(t) are related 

accoiding to 
t 

M(t)= JdxI(x).F(t-x). (2.1) 
—oo 

We can easily deteimine I(t) if F(t-x) were a delta fuction. In that 
t 

case we have M(t) = JdxI(x).F(t-x) = I(t). In oui experiments we do 
—oe 

16 



this by scattering the exciting lasei light from a piece of papei 

(placed in the place of the sample) to the photomultipliei tube. The 

measured signal then becomes simply the instiument response I(t). 

An iteiative deconvolution method foi M(t) then is used to 

deteimine F(t), which is assumed to be given by the sum 
N 

F(t) = ZAiexp[-t/xi] (2.2) 
j=l 

of a numbei N of exponential decays Fi(t) = Aiexp(-t/xi), where each 

Fi(t) cortesponds to a distinct decay. The fitting function is the 

combination of equations (2.1) and (2.2) 
N t 

Mo(t) = 2 > i jdxl(x)exp[-(t-x)/xi], (2.3) 
j = l -oo 

where the quantities A^ and Xi aie vaiied foi the best fit of the 

acquired signal M(t). To get the best fit we have to minimize the 

enoi sum ovei the total numbei of channels n. The enoi sum is 

given by 

^K ^[M(t|)-M°(t|)]2^ (2.4) 

j=l <jf 

where a is the squaie of the uncertainty in the î ^ channel of the 

wavefoim digitizei. The value of Oj is obtained from the relation 

2 2 raM(t)i2 2 ra2M(t)At2-|2 

"where Co is the baseline noise, CM(t) is the statistical counting ertoi, 

and at the sample variance of the time axis jittei in the triggei pulse 

and signal pulse rise time, and A t is the fractional channel shift used 

in the time axis line up loutine" [28]. Foi each pulse we used 512 
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channels. The data acquisition and the least square fitting piogiams 

were written by T.L. Chang as already mentioned eailier. 

The lifetimes, x, were used to calculate the noniadiative rate 

knr from the relation, 

knr = kobs " k^, (2.6) . 

where kobs = l/'Cobs» and Xobs is the measured lifetime, kr is the 

radiative rate as obtained fiom the literature and has a value of 

8.83 X lO'^s'i [29]. We assumed that the radiative rate was 

independent of solvent in the lineai alkanes. 

Enoi Analysis 

The uncertainty in viscosity in the tabulated data is ±.030 cp. 

In addition to this enoi in viscosity values there is an enoi due to 

temperature unceitainties. The temperature variation in the samples 

was about ±0.5®C. The temperature metei also has an uncertainty of 

±0.5% of reading ±1°C. Foi a reading T, the uncertainty is 

±T(''C) X 0.005 il'^C. FOI example, if we measure 25°C the 

temperature has an uncertainty of ±1.125°C. Including the 

tempeiatuie variation of oui samples we then have a total 

uncertainty of ±(T x 0.005 +1.5 )(°C) foi a temperature reading of 

T(°C). 

To find the uncertainty in viscosity, the viscosity data were 

plotted veisus temperature and a cuive that best fit the data in that 

region was deteimined. As an example. Table 2.1 has the liteiatuie 

data foi hexane and a plot of the data is shown in Figure 2.2. The 

curve foi hexane in the lange 0°C to 55°C was found to be 
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Ti(T) = (0.3808 - 0.004T + 3.219 x 10̂ ^ T^ -1.605 x lO '̂̂ T )̂ cp. 

At 25°C the uncertainty is ±1.625°C. The uppei limit of the value of TI 

is therefore Ti(23.375) = 0.3015 cp. This value is extrapolated from 

viscosity data that has an uncertainty of ±0.030 cp. We then add this 

uncertainty to TI(23.375) to get 7i*(23.375) = ±0.3315 cp. The 

uncertainty in viscosity in this case is therefore 

ATI(25) = Ti*(23.375) - TI(25), which is 0.033cp. The lowei limit value 

is at 26.625°C. The values foi the rest of the unceitainties in viscosity 

were calculated the same way. The positive and negative 

unceitainties were almost the same and the laigei was taken. 

In the isomerization rate the enois were from the lifetime 

measurements. Foi 9PA in hexane, foui lifetime measurements were 

taken one aftei anothei. The values obtained were as follows: 

Xi = 3.448, 

X2 = 3.434, 

X3 = 3.469, and 

X4 = 3.399. 

The lifetimes picked to calculate the isomerization lates were those 

with x^ closest to unity, and no averages were used. To estimate oui 

laigest possible eiioi we take the laigest difference between the 

lifetimes with x^ close to unity. The laigest difference is between X3 

and X4, and is 7 x 10-2 ns. We assume that this will be the laigest 

possible ertoi in all the lifetimes. This probably overestimates the 

ertoi. The statistical enois foi individual experiments were in the 

oidei of 2 X 10-"̂  ns and are considered negligible compaied to the 

differences in lifetimes from repeated measurements. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagiam of experimental setup foi time 
resolved fluorescence lifetime measurements. The sample is excited 
with a pulsed N2 dye lasei. The dye is BPBD. The emitted signal from 
the sample is acquired by an EMI RE50 photomultipliei tube at a 
wavelength of (420 nm) selected with a double monochiomatoi. The 
signal is then digitized and stored in an IBM PC AT. 
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Table 2.1 

Hexane viscosity dependence on 
tempeiatuie. 

Tempeiatuie 
("Q 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 

Viscosity (cp) 

.381 ±.030 

.362 ±.030 

.344 ±.030 

.328 ±.030 

.313 ±.030 

.298 ±.030 

.285 ±.030 

.273 ±.030 

.262 ±.030 

.251 ±.030 

.241 ±.030 

.231 ±.030 

Uncertainty shown is that from the 
literature and does not include oui 
unceitainties fiom tempeiatuie 
measuiements. 
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Figure 2.2. Hexane viscosity dependence on temperature. The best 
cuive to fit the data in the range 0 to 55°C is given by the relation 

-7^.3 Ti(T) = (0.3808 - 0.004T + 3.219 x 10'^ T^ - 1.605 x 10''T^) cp 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical printouts foi signal-aveiaged fluorescence pulses, as 

excited by lasei, are shown in Figures 3.1-3.3. These aie foi 9PA in 

hexane, dodecane, and pentadecane, respectively. The fits were done 

with single exponential decays as both anthiacene and 9PA have 

single fluorescence decay channels from theii fiist excited states. We 
2 

accepted results if x ~ 1-

Table 3.1 shows the results foi anthiacene. The lifetimes of 

anthiacene in the various solvents do not show a dependence on 

viscosity. This is expected as anthiacene has a rigid stiuctuie (see 

Figure 1.1). Both anthiacene and the lineai alkanes in which it is 

dissolved aie nonpolai. We also did not expect the lifetimes to vaiy 

due to polarity effects. We can conclude that oui results agree with 

theoiy. 

The data foi 9PA aie shown in Table 3.2 and the calculated 

lesults are shown in Table 3.3. There is an increase in the lifetimes of 

9PA with increase in viscosity. We now tiy to explain these findings. 

In Figure 1.2. we show a schematic of the 9PA molecule. The giound 

state stiuctuie of this molecule is such that the phenyl ring is 

peipendiculai to the anthiacene moiety. The hydrogen atoms in the 

phenyl ring aie repelled by the hydrogen atoms in the anthiacene 

moiety, thus favoring the peipendiculai stiuctuie ovei the planai 

configuration. The potentials of 9PA are shown in Figure 3.4. The 

giound state has a bioadei minimum compaied to a haimonic 

oscillatoi. Because of this the phenyl ring in 9PA in the giound state 
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undeigoes laige amplitude toisional vibiations about the moleculai 

axis [2]. The potentials foi the fiist singlet excited state are different 

from those in the giound state. This foices the molecule to find a new 

equilibrium position aftei excitation. The potentials take the foim 

[30,31] 

^ ( W = 2 EVn(l-cosn(j>). (3.1) 
n even 

The cortesponding Hamiltonian is 

/ / = -^F((D)]^+^ SVnd-cosnd,) , (3.2) 
^ ^ n even 

where F((t)) = g^^ and I is the reduced moment of ineitia. The 

angle (j) is defined in Figure 1.2. 

Polaiity effects can change these potentials in some dyes and 

hence change the rate at which the new equilibrium is reached. This 

would in tuin lead to an effect on the lifetimes. In oui case we do not 

expect any polaiity effects. We know that 9PA is a nonpolai dye and 

that our chosen solvents, the lineai alkanes, aie nonpolai. As a 

fuithei verification foi this we deteimined the C.W. emission spectia 

of 9PA in the various solvents. These spectia aie shown in Figure 3.5. 

A manifestation of polarity effects is a red-shift in the emitted 

spectia and a change in the spectral shape with increase in polarity. 

Oui continuous spectia do not show any change in the shape of the 

spectia. We also do not obseive any red-shift in the emitted spectia. 

We therefore feel confident that the kinematics of the excited state 

isomerization of 9PA are goveined by dynamical effects alone. 
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Figure 3.6 illustiates the decay kinetics of 9PA from the fiist 

singlet excited state. The phenyl ring in 9PA is peipendiculai to the 

anthiacene moiety. When absoiption occuis, the excited state is 

initially at this confoimei. But this excited state is not stable since it 

is at maximum eneigy as shown in Figure 3.4. This foices the phenyl 

ling to lotate eithei clockwise to excited state A" oi anticlockwise to 

excited state A"*" . Collisions with solvent molecules can cause velocity 

leveisals during this process foicing the molecules to cross the 

potential baniei. Fuithei collisions may cause many baniei 

leciossings before the fluorescing non-peipendiculai confoimei is 

attained. The delays in reaching the fluorescing confoimei then lead 

to longei lifetimes. Since viscosity is modeled by collisional friction, 

we then have a viscosity dependence of the lifetimes of 9PA. In 

Figure 3.7 we show the viscosity dependence of the isomeiization 

rate of 9PA. 

The quantum yield of 9PA is not unity even in nonpolai 

solvents [32]. This shows that there are othei decay channels besides 

the ladiative decay. This can be explained by the vibrational nature 

of the 9PA. The molecule may lose most of its eneigy during the 

collisions, foicing it to decay to the giound state noniadiatively. 

To see if oui data could be fitted by Kiameis' equation we 

converted equation (1.8), the hydiodynamic appioximation to 

Krameis' equation, into a lineai function. Fiist equation (1.8) can be 

written as 

C = A ^ - 2 | n C (3.3) 
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To fit OUI data we need an equation of kiso since that is the quantity 

we calculate fiom oui experiments, kiso is related to ki*̂ , by the 

equation, 

kiso = k*soexp(-Eo/kT), (3.4) 

where Eo is the internal baniei. At constant temperature foi 

molecules dissolved in the lineai alkanes Eo is constant [6]. If we let 

D = exp(-Eo/kT) we can write equation (3.3) as 

kiso2 = (AD)2 - 2 - Drikiso. (3.5) 

If we let C = A/B, u = î kiso and v = kiso^ we get a lineai expression, 

V = (AD)2 - 2CDu. (3.6) 

Table 3.4 has the values of v and u. A plot of these values in a 

lineai scale is shown in Figure 3.8. The data are not well fitted by a 

lineai scale, which means oui data aie not well fitted by the 

hydiodynamic appioximation to Kiameis' expression, equation 1.8. 

Othei authois also have come to the same conclusion foi theii 

paiticulai data. 

We also plotted the log kiso veisus log r\ and this is shown in 

Figure 3.9. The straight line on the log-log scale suggests a relation 

kiso = GTI-« , where G is a constant. We found that oui data fitted this 

well. The value foi a is 0.380 ±.015 from the least square fit. This is 

a mild viscosity dependence. It can be explained by the fact that the 

rotating moiety in 9PA is the phenyl ring, which is relatively small. 

Because of its size it is less likely to collide with neighboring 

molecules. 

Previous woik by T. L. Chang and W.L. Boist [26] led to the 

conclusion that there was no viscosity dependence in the 

isomeiization rates of ihodamine B and p-dialkylaminobenzylidene-
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malononitiiles (DABIMN). Actually theii results did show an increase 

in lifetimes with viscosity. But with the increase in solvent viscosity 

there also was an increase in polarity. They then used a calculation 

that conected foi polaiity effects in an attempt to isolate viscosity 

effects. The conected results show no viscosity dependence. It seems 

likely that the two dyes used have high baniei frequencies making 

dynamic fiictional effects negligible. 

Rhodamine B also undeigoes a twisted intiamoleculai chaige 

tiansfei reaction when excited [26]. This means the molecule 

becomes highly polai on excitation. In this case dielectiic friction is 

veiy high and can dominate the decay kinetics of the molecule, 

making dynamic friction negligible. Anothei point is that the rotating 

moiety in Rhodamine B is small compaied to the oveiall size of the 

molecule. This may reduce the chance foi the rotating moiety to 

collide with the solvent molecules. This dye is therefore not suitable 

foi the study of micioviscosity. 
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Table 3.1 

Lifetimes of anthiacene in lineai alkanes at loom tempeiatuie. 

Solvent 

Hexane 
Heptane 
Octane 
Decane 
Undecane 
Dodecane 
Tetradecane 
Pentadecane 

Viscosity (cp) 

0.298+.033 
0.397+.036 
0.515+.036 
0.861 +.045 
1.10 +.056 
1.38 +.062 
2.11 +.080 
2.57 +.073 

Lifetime (ns) 

4.92 + .070 
4.86 ± .070 
4.78 ± .070 
4.88 ± .070 
4.89 ± .070 
4.90 ± .070 
4.88 ± .070 
4.91 ± .070 
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Table 3.2. 

Viscosity dependence of lifetimes and obseived decay rates of 
the fiist singlet excited state of 9-phenylanthiacene in lineai 

alkanes at loom temperature. 

Solvent 

Hexane 
Heptane 
Octane 
Nonane 
Decane 
Undecane 
Dodecane 
Tridecane 
Tetradecane 
Pentadecane 

Viscosity (cp) 

0.298 +.033 
0.397 +.036 
0.515 +.036 
0.670 +.040 
0.861 +.045 
1.10 +.056 
1.38 +.062 
1.71 +.070 
2.11 +.080 
2.57 +.073 

Lifetime (ns) 

3.45 +.070 
3.60 +.070 
4.02 +.070 
4.20 +.070 
4.43 +.070 
4.74 +.070 
4.89 +.070 
5.14 +.070 
5.22 +.070 
5.75 +.070 

Obseived late 
kobs= IZ-c (10® s^) 

2.90 +.059 
2.78 +.054 
2.49 +.043 
2.38 +.040 
2.26 +.036 
2.11 +.031 
2.04 +.029 
1.95 +.027 
1.92 +.026 
1.82 +.022 
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Table 3.3. 

Log Tj, kiso, and log kiso to 9-phenylanthiacene in 
lineai alkanes. 

Solvent 

Hexane 
Heptane 
Octane 
Nonane 
Decane 
Undecane 
Dodecane 
Tridecane 
Tetradecane 
Pentadecane 

logTi 

-2.52 +.11 
-2.40 +.095 
-2.29 +.070 
-2.17 +.056 
-2.06 +.047 
-1.96 +.043 
-1.86 +.036 
-1.77 +.031 
-1.68 +.028 
-1.59 +.020 

kiso(lO's-i) 

2.017 +.059 
1.898 +.054 
1.606 +.043 
1.500 +.040 
1.375 +.036 
1.227 ±.031 
1.162 +.029 
1.061 +.027 
1.032 +.026 
.857 ±.022 

log kiso 

8.305 ±.10 
8.275 +.10 
8.206 +.095 
8.176 +.095 
8.138 +.093 
8.089 ±.089 
8.065 +.087 
8.026 ±.089 
8.014 ±.088 
7.933 ±.088 
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Figure 3.4. Potential eneigy diagiam foi the giound and excited 
states of 9-phenylanthiacene. The excited state has the phenyl ring 
peipendiculai to the anthiacene moiety at giound state. The giound 
state potential has a bioad single minimum. The fiist excited state 
has a double minimum potential and by symmetiy the two wells aie 
equivalent. 
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Figure 3.6. Diagiam illustrating the absoiption and decay paths of 
the fiist excited state of 9-phenylanthiacene. The dye absoib at the 
peipendiculai confoimei. This confoimei is unstable at the excited 
state. The molecule then lotates eithei clockwise oi anticlockwise to 
the confoimeis A-* and A+* respectively. There can be isomeiization 
fiom one confoimei to the othei before the molecules fluoresce oi 
lose theii eneigy noniadiatively. 
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Table 3.4. 

Variables u = T|kiso and v = kiso^ foi 9-phenylanthiacene 
in lineai alkanes. 

Solvent 

Hexane 
Heptane 
Octane 
Nonane 
Decane 
Undecane 
Dodecane 
Tridecane 
Tetradecane 
Pentadecane 

Variable u 
(10^s-ip) 

.606 ±.085 

.754 ±.090 

.827 ±.080 
1.005 ±.089 
1.184 ±.093 
1.350 ±.10 
1.604 ±.11 
1.814 ±.12 
2.177 ±.14 
2.202 ±.12 

Variable v 
( lO^V^) 

4.068 ±.24 
3.602 ±.20 
2.579 ±.14 
2.250 ±.12 
1.891 ±.099 
1.506 ±.076 
1.350 ±.067 
1.126 +.057 
1.065 ±.054 
.7344 ±.038 
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Equation (3.4) predicts that the data can be fitted by a stiaight line 
but fiom this graph that prediction is not tiue foi the data of 9-
phenylanthiacene in lineai alkanes. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have followed the method of Vlesko and Fleming to study 

the decay kinetics of 9PA. We have shown that the lifetimes of 9PA 

depend on solvent viscosity. Even though the dependence is modest, 

it is well described by the empirical relation kiso = GT|-". This means 

that the bairiei to lotation of the phenyl ring in 9PA can be 

described by a hydiodynamic model. The friction has to be modeled 

as a function of the frequency 0)̂  of the potential baniei. The value 

of a foi 9PA shows that the isomeiization of 9PA does not take place 

in the Smoluchowski limit (a = 1) and neithei in the limit of the 

tiansition state theoiy (a = 0). It lies somewhere in between, but 

closei to the limit of the tiansition state theoiy. We also showed that 

Kiameis' equation cannot be used to fit the data foi 9PA. 
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